Introduction {#s0005}
============

Recent methodological and technological developments in the field of magnetoencephalography (MEG) have led to a new level of sophistication for performing state-of-the-art data acquisition and analysis. Thanks to the unique features of MEG data in combination with improved analysis techniques, a steadily increasing number of researchers have realized the potential of MEG to answer neuroscientific questions. These developments pose specific challenges, both to the methods developers and to the empirical scientists. Given the breadth of expertise required (time-resolved paradigm designs, multidimensional time series analysis, source reconstruction, statistical analysis, etc.), even experienced researchers in the field may find it difficult to keep up with new developments. New methods and technologies may have been introduced without rigorous testing, validation and comparison with existing techniques. In addition, the level of experience and the sophistication of data acquisition and analysis are highly variable, not only within but especially between groups, and there is often little room left for exchange of data, ideas and people across the MEG community. Similar procedures are often developed several times independently in different labs (or even in the same lab); sometimes with little awareness of existing procedures/toolboxes.

We realize a genuine need for the development of good-practice guidelines, the implementation of validated analysis pipelines and the sharing of practical knowledge across the MEG community. Such an endeavor could have several dimensions: documentation of best practice (recommended procedures for a certain type of analysis), quality control (how to ascertain that the analysis step was successful/meaningful), reproducible research (how to ascertain that the result of an analysis can be reproduced by the same or another researcher), report of results (recommendations for reporting MEG analysis and results suitable for peer-reviewed publications), and dissemination of source code implementing recommended analysis pipelines.

Achieving these goals requires substantial contributions from the MEG community, but we believe that the benefits are manifold: First, contributions to this concerted development, rather than isolated efforts, are more likely to bring long-term benefits. Second, contributions from multiple groups are likely to be synergistic, and avoid redundant efforts. Third, a concerted effort will foster development of the entire field by consistently raising the standards of MEG research. Fourth, the reproducibility of research will be facilitated. Fifth, a community consensus will enable a more unified presentation of the MEG community to other areas in neuroscience in general, and neuroimaging in particular. Sixth, it will help novices in the field to become productive in their MEG research more rapidly. Seventh, it will facilitate training and sharing of expertise and knowledge in the field.

Here, we take the first step[1](#fn0005){ref-type="fn"} in this direction and propose research guidelines for the acquisition and analysis of MEG data. These guidelines are intended to be taken as general recommendations and to provide a basis for further discussion and improvement by the entire MEG community. These recommendations may be useful as a guide for those new to the field of MEG by providing the novice with information and references to guide them through their initial MEG data recording and analysis (see, for example, recent guidelines for fMRI by [@bb0515]). In addition, they may serve as a basis for ongoing discussions and improvements of 'best practice' for MEG data acquisition and analysis. The paper also highlights common pitfalls, specific to MEG, which may confound the interpretation of results.

For the sake of clarity and conciseness, the methods are not described in detail and the interested reader is referred to more specific publications instead. Two publications are of more general relevance across the different sections of the paper. First, a recent textbook provides a comprehensive overview of the field ([@bb0200]) and is recommended reading material. It differs in scope from this publication because it does not intend to provide concise guidelines or recommendations. Second, guidelines for using event-related potentials have been suggested ([@bb0505]). Several sections of this earlier paper are relevant to MEG researchers as well. Picton et al. cover topics related to experimental design, informed consent, etc. that are not repeated here. Similarly, sections related to filtering, artifact removal and averaging are partly relevant for MEG analysis as well. Overall, the present article is complementary to Picton et al.\'s EEG guidelines, in that it focuses on MEG-specific aspects with several additional sections such as spectral analysis, source reconstruction, connectivity analysis and statistics.

This manuscript does not give recommendations related to hardware, software, data handling, participant questionnaires, or consent forms. It is also not meant as a recommendation to perform MEG analysis with all the stages described here or as an endorsement of a specific analysis (for example the analysis of event-related fields may not be meaningful for some data). The manuscript rather covers the most common analysis stages and the researcher must decide on the suitability of each stage for the respective project or may employ a different analysis not described here. In addition, these guidelines are intended for basic research, not clinical applications: timely with the present initiative, the American Clinical MEG Society has recently published the first set of guidelines for clinical MEG ([@bb0060]).

The paper is divided into seven sections, each of which represents a separate stage in the data collection and analysis process. It begins with data acquisition and is followed by different analysis steps: data preprocessing, analysis of event-related fields, spectral analysis, source reconstruction, connectivity analysis and statistics. Each section provides a general background of the topic and concludes with two sub-sections: recommendations and caveats, and suggestions for reporting results in peer-reviewed publications.

Data acquisition {#s0095}
================

Background {#s0100}
----------

Data acquisition is a critical component of a MEG study as it affects data quality directly. To ensure optimal data quality, the following elements need to be taken into account:•Operating status of the system and set-up (sufficient helium level, optimum calibration/tuning of the sensors, proper functioning of the interference suppression system including magnetic shielding, sufficiently low ambient magnetic interference level).•Preparation of the participant (removal of magnetic materials that may distort the measurements), explaining the task and giving instructions to avoid movements, eye-blinks and eye movements during the trials.•Experimental design (e.g., allowing for sufficient number of data trials after rejection of artifacts).•General acquisition setup (sufficiently high sampling rate and filter pass-band, recording of supplementary data such as electro-oculogram (EOG), electrocardiogram (ECG), electromyogram (EMG), eyetracking, digitized head shape).

The following section describes recommended procedures falling into these four categories, to optimize data quality directly or to improve performance of subsequent analysis steps such as source estimation.

Recommendations and caveats {#s0105}
---------------------------

•Before the participant enters the MEG laboratory: We recommend that the condition of the MEG system is recorded by performing an "empty room" recording of about 2 minute duration before and after the experiment. These records are snapshots of the noise level (and their changes) at the time of measurement, allowing for the identification of problems with the system. We suggest simple spectral analysis and storage of original data and spectra for later comparison. These datasets allow monitoring the noise level and system status over longer periods of time. Tuning of individual sensors may be required for optimal performance. A log book is helpful to record and communicate the status of sensors and the system in general.•Subject preparation: Simultaneous acquisition of EOG (horizontal and vertical) and ECG is recommended for several reasons:•Eye movements/blinks may be induced by experimental conditions, task and instructions in a non-trivial way ([@bb0505]). Recording the EOG allows for comparison of eye movements/blinks between conditions (see the section on [Data preprocessing](#s0115){ref-type="sec"}).•The magnetic field generated by the heart is several orders of magnitude stronger than the field generated by the brain and may contribute as a strong source of artifacts to the data recorded at the MEG sensors. ECG components in the data may have a detrimental effect on source reconstruction and confound the interpretation of connectivity estimates.•The complex spatio-temporal profile of the QRS-complex may lead to spurious (i.e. not brain-related) cross-frequency coupling in the data.•In general, both EOG and ECG components can have a detrimental effect on single trial analysis (e.g. by affecting single trial phase and amplitude estimates to a variable degree at different frequencies).•EOG/ECG signals facilitate artifact rejection and correction by acting as references.•In certain situations especially when investigating gamma-band activity, or during experiments involving limb/jaw movements it may be advisable to record muscle activity e.g. from neck or jaw muscles with additional surface electrodes since muscle activity shows as high-frequency signals in the MEG recording ([@bb0655]). Similarly, such activity may lead to erroneous interpretations of source reconstructions.•Identifying unsuitable participants: Suitability of the participant for MEG studies can be tested using the following procedure. The subject is placed under the MEG helmet and is asked to perform a few simple tasks while the operator observes the MEG real-time display: series of deep breaths for about 5 to 10 s, eye blinking when prompted by the MEG operator, opening and closing the mouth about once per second, also when prompted. Large signals associated with these tasks would indicate likely contamination of the subsequent MEG recording. The reader is referred to <http://www.megcommunity.org> for additional information such as instructions or questionnaires regarding subject preparation and instruction to minimize sources of artifacts. Degaussing techniques may be used, with reasonable chances of success, to reduce magnetization of dental work and other sources of magnetic interference.•Placement of head localization coils and head digitization: It is recommended to attach coils on parts of the participant\'s head that are well covered by the sensors. Strictly symmetric coil positions should be avoided as they could create problems for automatic localization of the coils. Also, when a digitizer is available, the digitization of the head shape is recommended because this allows for an improved coregistration with an individual or standard anatomical MRI by means of surface based alignment ([@bb0650]). Digitization should cover the whole scalp including points that mark the edges of the nose and/or chin, as this improves surface-based registration accuracy. Movements of the participant during digitization may compromise the quality of the head shape and the coregistration and hence should be avoided. If possible, the digitization procedure should be performed at a distance from large metal objects as these may affect the accuracy of the digitization.•Positioning of the participant under the dewar: It is recommended to position participants as close as possible to the MEG sensors (e.g. by lowering the dewar or raising the chair until the head is in contact with the surface of the helmet). Moreover, making sure that the position of the subject\'s head is left--right symmetric and that it is not tilted around the anterior--posterior axis facilitates subsequent alignment of sensor-level data across subjects. It is advisable that the back of the subject\'s head rests either directly against the dewar or on a thin cushion on the helmet surface, depending on the desired head position for the study and the size of the subject\'s head. If possible, software which shows the head position with respect to the dewar immediately after activation of head localization coils should be used to ensure correct positioning. Additional mechanical head support can be provided to minimize head movements during the experiment; such movements are detrimental to data quality. If possible, head position should be recorded continuously to allow for offline control or correction of data but even then head movements should be minimized. Empirical evidence from online head position recordings suggests that on average the largest head movements occur downward within the first few minutes of the recording. To minimize this effect, it may be useful to provide arm support with a laptop table or armrests and to have the participant seated under the dewar for a few minutes before the experiment starts. This time can be used to attach peripheral electrodes, instruct the participant or have him/her complete training trials. Alternatively, recordings can be performed in supine position, which can be more comfortable for prolonged recording sessions, except when EEG is recorded simultaneously as occipital electrodes may cause discomfort.•It is advisable to perform at least 2 minute 'resting state' recordings before and after the experiment with the subject fully prepared and positioned in the MEG system and all required equipment (microphone, camera, projector, etc.) switched on. This is valuable baseline data in the absence of stimulation and can also be useful to identify more subtle stimulation artifacts on the MEG signal.•Data acquisition: The usual configuration is to have an anti-aliasing (low-pass) filter cut-off at 1/3 or 1/4 of the sampling frequency. Therefore, as a rule of thumb, the sampling frequency should be 3--4 times higher than the highest frequency of interest. When in doubt, always use a higher sampling rate. It is recommended to compute and display online averages and to monitor real-time display so that data quality can be assessed already during the recording; movement of the subject, declining vigilance, slipping attention, sudden environmental magnetic interference, for example, may significantly deteriorate the data.•Anatomical MRIs: The acquisition of individual anatomical MRIs of participants in MEG studies is desirable if source localization is part of the planned analysis. Reasons for this include:•Individual surface-based volume conductor models can be constructed from the anatomical MRI, for example, by segmenting one or more surfaces associated with a marked change in conductivity (e.g., skin--skull or skull--CSF boundaries [@bb0665]).•Individual anatomical MRIs can be used for (non-)linear transformation to a standardized MRI space (e.g., MNI, Talairach), to facilitate group statistics (see [Statistics](#s0070){ref-type="sec"} section).•Estimated source currents can be constrained to a cortical surface (see Source localization section), which can be approximated by a tessellated mesh of the gray-matter or white--gray matter interface obtained from a segmentation of the MRI ([@bb0110]). A simpler alternative that may be sufficient in some circumstances is to warp a template cortical mesh to each participant\'s brain, based on the inverse of the normalization transformation ([@bb0375]).•Individual anatomical MRIs can be used for more accurate coregistration of the functional information from MEG with anatomical information from MRI using surface-based alignment.•It can be helpful to place a small marker with high MRI contrast (e.g., Vitamin--E capsule) on the participants head before the MRI scan to unambiguously differentiate left from right later in the MRI slices. Use of a high-resolution (e.g. 1 × 1 × 1 mm) T1-weighted MRI volume (e.g. MPRAGE) is recommended, though for separation of skull--scalp boundaries (for more accurate forward modeling; see later), an additional PD-weighted image, derived, e.g., from a multi-echo FLASH sequence, can be helpful.•If an anatomical MRI cannot be obtained for each participant, it is recommended to digitize the individual head shape accurately. This shape can be used instead of the individual MRI to approximately align the subject\'s head to a template head ([@bb0245]) to allow for averaging across subjects. The scalp points may also be used to warp a full, template MRI volume to the individual head shape ([@bb0100]). Yet, MRI-based alignment to a standard brain is more accurate as it takes intracranial structures into account (e.g. brain, ventricles).

Whichever coregistration method is used, visual inspection of the alignment is highly recommended. Wrong or inaccurate definition of the landmarks (e.g. swapping left and right preauricular points) leads to incorrect results and affects subsequent source modeling. Similarly, automatic surface based alignment procedures may show small numerical errors despite obvious misalignments. Accuracy of MEG--MRI registration is important as head models are often based on the anatomical MRI and coregistration errors can therefore propagate into the head model and lead-field computations, which ultimately affects the accuracy of source reconstructions.

Finally, it is preferred that individual MRIs are acquired after the MEG session, as MRI scanning may often lead to a considerable increase of 'magnetic noise' from the participant and may negatively affect MEG data quality. The time constant for dissipation of this noise is unknown but empirical evidence suggests that negative effects on MEG data quality have typically disappeared within 3 days after a MRI scan.

Reporting {#s0110}
---------

The following is a checklist for the details that should be reported in a scientific publication. Again, we focus on MEG-specific aspects and assume that authors follow general scientific standards for reporting details about participants (recruitment, gender, age, etc.), informed consent, ethics, experimental procedures, etc. (see also [@bb0505]).•Preparation of subjects (use of non-magnetic clothes, questionnaire to exclude metal artifacts).•The essence of the instructions to and possible debriefing of subjects.•MEG: system (vendor, model, version of the acquisition software) and sensor type(s), sampling frequency and pass-band (cut-off frequencies of the acquisition filters).•MRI: system (vendor, model) and sequence, voxel size.•EOG/ECG/EMG: type, number, position and impedance of electrodes, type of the amplifier.•Head shape: system used for the digitization of the head shape.•Head movements: Were head movements recorded? What was the maximum movement? If continuous recording is not available, the maximum difference between head positions before and after the run should be stated.•Position of the participant: Was the participant in seated or supine position? How was the head of the participant positioned in the MEG helmet?•For external stimulation and recording devices: State delays with respect to MEG triggers. For example a photodiode can be used to determine visual stimulus onset. Were the data corrected for the delay? Coregistration: Describe the coregistration procedure. Were individual anatomical MRIs used?

In case of surface-based matching, the typical number of digitized points should be stated, the optimization algorithm and its adjustable parameters, and a performance measure describing the goodness of fit.

Data preprocessing {#s0115}
==================

Background {#s0120}
----------

The main aim of this analysis step is the removal of unwanted data components that contaminate the signals. Although careful preparation and instruction of participants can greatly reduce artifacts, the data are typically contaminated with various interference components unrelated to brain activity. These components can degrade the accuracy of subsequent analyses and therefore the importance of appropriate preprocessing and artifact handling can hardly be overestimated. In general, artifacts can be classified into three categories:•*System related artifacts*, due to SQUID jumps, noisy, broken or saturated sensors.•*External artifacts*, arising from generators of magnetic fields outside the human body such as magnetic noise from power lines and other environmental noise sources (elevators, air conditioners, nearby traffic, mechanical vibrations transmitted to the shielded room).•*Physiological artifacts*, caused by eye movements, eye blinks, cardiac and muscular activity, and head movements. The movement of magnetic objects or particles attached or implanted to the body may give rise to artifacts (e.g. eye make-up, hair spray, magnetized dental fillings).

Two general strategies are available for dealing with artifacts. First, one may simply identify data segments contaminated by artifacts through visual inspection, by means of an automatic detection procedure or a combination thereof. Subsequently, the contaminated data segments are excluded from further analysis. The second strategy uses signal-processing techniques to reduce artifact components that are not caused by brain activity while preserving signals originating from the brain. These artifact correction methods mostly make use of linear transformations or regression techniques applied to the sensor data ([@bb0260; @bb0485; @bb0550; @bb0645]). Linear transformations ([@bb0170]) can be obtained from principal component analysis (PCA), independent component analysis (ICA) ([@bb0030; @bb0260; @bb0275; @bb0360; @bb0465; @bb0485; @bb0535; @bb0675]), through signal space projection (SSP) ([@bb0640]) or signal space separation (SSS) ([@bb0630; @bb0625]). The applicability of PCA, ICA and regression techniques relies on the assumption that the spatial topographies of the artifacts are stable across time, and that these spatial signatures can be described with a limited number of spatial components. SSS is implemented in Elekta MEG systems but could in principle be extended to all MEG instruments. Some MEG systems (CTF/VSM, 4D Neuroimaging and Yokogawa systems) record environmental magnetic noise from distant magnetic sources using an array of reference sensors. These additional signals can be used as regressors for cleaning the main MEG sensors using signal processing techniques similar to adaptive filtering. Some systems also provide the opportunity to use the signals from the reference sensors in order to create higher-order synthetic gradiometers with improved signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

Recommendations and caveats {#s0125}
---------------------------

To the best of our knowledge, the respective performances of all different artifact correction methods have not been compared comprehensively (but see [@bb0645; @bb0485; @bb0260]). Consequently, our recommendations are based on the available literature and empirical evidence from the authors. Whenever possible, we recommend a procedure to validate the performance of an artifact correction step. In this section recommendations are sorted from strong to weak based on available evidence.•Visual inspection of data is highly recommended for the identification of artifacts and for checking the accuracy of artifact correction methods. The identification of periodic artifacts (cardiac artifacts, line interference) can be improved by inspection of power spectra. However, note that the (often subjective) criteria used for visual inspection must be explained as formally as possible, so that the analysis can be reproduced.•Dealing with *system*-*related artifacts*:•It is mandatory to reject flat and very noisy channels before proceeding to the next analysis step. Sensor-based analysis (especially if group analysis is intended) will likely benefit from interpolation of noisy/bad sensors to ensure the same number of sensors across participants; see e.g. ([@bb0300; @bb0385; @bb0625]). Validation: Topographies with bad channels excluded should be compared with interpolated topographies. Data epochs contaminated by SQUID jumps should either be removed, or the corresponding sensors interpolated if jumps occur frequently.•Line interference can be reduced by fitting and subtracting sine and cosine functions ([@bb0400]) at the line frequency and its harmonics, or with ICA ([@bb0030]). Consider using a comb filter or a series of notch filters when the amplitude of the noise is not sufficiently stable over the time window of interest (making the artifact slightly broader in frequency domain). Validation: Visual inspection or quantification of the attained attenuation at the line frequency and its harmonics; the required power spectra should be estimated from at least 30 s of data.•Correcting for *physiological artifacts*:•The artifact correction techniques briefly described above can be used to suppress EOG/ECG artifacts. If external signals have been recorded (EOG, ECG, EMG), the identification of artifactual components may be facilitated. The extra signals (EOG, EMG, ECG) should also be subjected to the same analysis as the MEG signals (e.g. averaging or time-frequency estimation) to ensure that allegedly relevant cognitive components in the MEG signal are not also evident in the peripheral recordings ([@bb0505]). Validation: MEG signals before and after artifact correction should be compared. For example, the average of data segments time-locked to the external artifact before and after component removal can be compared to validate that the artifact was removed successfully. In addition, the average of data segments time-locked to the stimulus before and after component removal can be compared to ensure that artifact correction did not affect previously uncontaminated data.•Correcting for head movements: modern MEG systems can continuously monitor the head position (see [Data acquisition](#s0095){ref-type="sec"} section). Subsequent correction of MEG signals is possible using an inverse--forward projection ([@bb0300]) or SSS ([@bb0385; @bb0630; @bb0625]). Validation: These methods may be unstable especially in the presence of large movements in the order of several centimeters and they may modify the MEG signals in a drastic way. Therefore signals before and after movement correction should be compared.•Rejection of artifacts using automatic or semi-automatic methods, or based on visual inspection:•Semi-automatic methods are preferred, because it is often difficult to ensure robust performance for completely automatic artifact rejection methods.•Any artifact rejection method may lead to unequal number of trials across experimental conditions. This leads to bias in the estimation of some measures across trials, such as some connectivity measures (see [Connectivity analysis](#s0050){ref-type="sec"} section), in which case one could randomly select the same number of trials from each condition. Such equalization of the number of trials may not be necessary for other metrics such as the mean amplitude across trials in ERFs, for which parametric statistical methods exist to accommodate different numbers of trials and for which removing trials would only reduce statistical power.•Even if physiological artifact correction (as described above) is used, some trials may need to be rejected if, for example, a blink or eye movement occurs during presentation of a brief visual stimulus, precluding or adversely affecting its perception.•The order of the steps is important. For example, SQUID jump artifacts will affect the performance of ICA or PCA methods due to the large variance of these jumps. In general, the following order is advisable:•Removal of system-related artifacts. This step is independent of other steps and should be performed first. Noisy channels or squid jumps compromise the outcome of PCA, ICA and regression based methods, and also affects the application of digital filters (ringing).•Removal of line noise.•Removal of environmental noise. ICA, PCA, regression-based methods or SSS can be applied to remove environmental noise.•Removal of physiological artifacts. In this step, EOG or ECG artifacts are removed.•The removal of spatial components or subtraction of weighted reference signals from the data using subspace projection or regression techniques also needs to be taken into account in the forward model when subsequent source reconstruction is intended.•Low-frequency modulations in the MEG signal across many channels can be caused by breathing-related artifacts (e.g. if participants do not wear MEG-compatible clothes). It can be attenuated using a high-pass filter applied to the raw, continuous recordings (about 1 Hz cut-off frequency).•Stimulation devices, particularly electric nerve stimulators, can cause spike-like artifacts. Filtering these artifacts may yield signals that may be interpreted erroneously as 'stimulus-induced oscillations' or evoked components. Consider either applying a PCA event-related correction, or, if the artifact occurs before the expected brain response, cut out the contaminated segment and interpolate the omitted samples.•Artifacts may have frequency components that fall within the range of physiologically relevant bands. Muscle artifacts (for example, from neck or jaw muscles) appear in the MEG signal as high-frequency oscillatory bursts.

Reporting {#s0130}
---------

•The method section describing the preprocessing of an MEG study should not only describe all parameters related to the respective preprocessing steps but also the order in which these steps were carried out.•State the number of bad MEG sensors that were excluded during acquisition or analysis. Were the signals of bad sensors interpolated?•For all filters, indicate the type of the filter, filter order, cut-off frequencies and direction of filter application (forward, backward, both).•For ICA, describe the ICA algorithm, the input data to ICA, the number of components that were estimated, the number of components that were excluded and criteria for selecting these components.•State the number of clean trials or data segments used for subsequent analysis.•If trials or data segments were rejected, especially if based on visual inspection, describe fully the criteria for rejection ([@bb0505]).•Indicate whether and which head movement compensation algorithm was applied.•For adaptive interference suppression methods, such as the temporal extension of SSS ([@bb0630]), indicate the relevant parameters. For tSSS, those parameters would be the duration of the correlation window and the correlation limit.

Analysis of event-related fields {#s0135}
================================

Background {#s0140}
----------

An enduring tradition of MEG signal analysis -- inherited from decades of EEG research -- is to analyze brain responses that are evoked by a stimulus or an action, by averaging the data about each event -- defined as an epoch -- across trials. The underlying assumption is that there are consistent brain responses time-locked and 'phase-locked' to a specific event (e.g., a motor act or a presentation of a stimulus). Hence, it is straightforward to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of these responses by averaging epochs across trials, under the assumption that the rest of the data is uncorrelated noise, i.e., inconsistent in time or phase with respect to the event of interest. This simple practice has permitted a vast amount of research using so-called event-related potentials (ERP) in EEG, or event-related fields (ERF) in MEG ([@bb0195; @bb0445]).

Once averaging has been completed, several measures can be taken on ERP/ERF deflections. Responses are defined as waveform elements that have a significant amplitude with respect to the baseline of the recordings, and they may be characterized in terms of e.g., relative latency, topography, amplitude and duration with respect to a baseline or a specific test condition. Once again, the ERF literature is immense and cannot be summarized here. Multiple reviews and textbooks are available and describe in great detail the specificity and sensitivity of event-related components ([@bb0200]).

It should be noted that the traditional model underlying trial averaging that discards all ongoing background activity as noise is no longer tenable in the light of recent research. A large number of studies have demonstrated that the phase and amplitude of ongoing brain activity at the time of stimulus presentation significantly affects behavior ([@bb0310; @bb0350; @bb0510; @bb0530; @bb0670]). Indeed, a recent TMS-EEG study provides evidence for a causal relation between ongoing brain oscillations and behavior ([@bb0635]). Our analysis and interpretation of MEG results should acknowledge the fact that brain responses are not simply driven by sensory input but rather that sensory input interacts with the dynamically changing state of the brain (partly reflected in ongoing activity) in a complex manner ([@bb0065]). Some tools for this type of (single-trial) analysis exist already ([@bb0315; @bb0355; @bb0500; @bb0565]). However, trial averaging is still more common than single-trial analysis; thus we discuss it in the following subsections but expect to see a stronger focus on single-trial analysis in future versions of this or similar documents. That said, averaging produces robust and repeatable signals of high SNR that have a proven clinical utility (for example the pre-surgical localization of sensory cortex).

Recommendations and caveats {#s0145}
---------------------------

•Minimum number of trials: As with most experimental effects in neuroscience, there is inter-trial and inter-subject variability in the amplitude and latency of MEG responses. Even typical responses from the visual and auditory systems may be largely attenuated or even absent in some individuals. The early (\< 20 ms) sensory responses are typically tightly phase-locked to the stimulus but require a larger number of trials than later event-related components due to their small amplitude. For instance, auditory brainstem responses can be detected with MEG however, as many as 16,000 trials were required in a study by [@bb9010]. Mid-latency responses (20--200 ms) are usually considered to be phase-locked to stimulation and are efficiently revealed by epoch-averaging although even single-trial responses can be detectable. Long-latency responses (\> 200 ms) are thought to reflect higher-order cognitive processes and these responses are more prone to inter-trial and inter-subject variability. The later responses are usually longer-lasting and averaging further emphasizes the long duration due to the variation of the latency of single responses. Time--frequency (TF) decomposition techniques help reveal induced modulations of oscillatory activity that may accompany evoked responses. Although computation of TF-decompositions requires considerably more effort, they provide valuable complementary information to the ERF approach (see next section). Theoretically, if brain responses were perfectly time- and phase-locked to the stimulus on top of additive Gaussian noise, signal averaging would enhance the SNR in proportion to the square root of the number of trials. We recommend investigating the stability of the obtained brain responses using randomization techniques such as jackknife and bootstrap methods ([@bb0105; @bb0160; @bb0500]). Overall, the number of trials required to reveal effects of interest is a trade-off between a minimum that depends on the physiology of the brain regions involved (e.g., in terms of cell density, cell types and locations; see [@bb9000] for a modeling perspective on this question) and a maximum that depends on how long participants can perform the task at the required performance level, maintaining a stable head position and avoiding eye blinks, etc.•Inter-stimulus intervals (ISI): It is often advisable to introduce a random element into the ISI in event-related paradigms. One reason is to reduce effects of expectancy on evoked responses; anticipating the upcoming stimulus is known to modulate brain activity ([@bb0085; @bb0410]). However, in cases where predicting the stimulus type rather than its onset time matters, such temporal expectancy effects may not be important. A second reason for having random jitter in the ISI is to avoid aliasing or accumulation of periodic interference (such as line noise) in the average: by jittering the ISI over an interval of \~ 1/*f*, one can suppress non-phase-locked oscillations below frequency *f*. Note also that too short ISIs may lead to superposition of evoked responses from consecutive trials, which is desirable only when investigating steady-state responses (though again, random jitter can allow such overlap to be deconvolved); conversely, unnecessarily long ISIs reduce the total number of trials and hence the SNR for a given duration of the experiment.•High-frequency oscillations and muscle artifact contamination: Particularly the gamma frequency range (\> 40 Hz) is susceptible to contaminating muscular activity, such as phasic contractions or micro-saccades, which may also be task-related ([@bb0695; @bb0680]). Therefore, these kinds of confounds must be ruled out by, e.g., EOG and EMG measurements.•Application of filters: Data filtering is a conceptually simple, though powerful technique to extract signals within a predefined frequency band of interest. Applying a filter to the data presupposes that the signals of interest will be mostly preserved while other frequency components, supposedly of no interest, will be attenuated. However, not all digital filters are suitable for MEG/EEG analyses. Besides the frequency response, several other parameters are needed to characterize a filter; phase response, delay, stop-band attenuation, stability, and computational efficiency are few such parameters. The phase response of a filter is particularly important in MEG/EEG processing, and some filters may be inappropriate in that respect: generally, finite impulse response (FIR) and fast-Fourier-transform-based (FFT) filters can have a linear phase response (constant delay independent of frequency) whereas infinite impulse response (IIR) filters distort the phase in a frequency-dependent manner but they are computationally more efficient. The delay introduced by filters can be conveniently compensated for by applying the filter twice: once forward and once backward on the MEG/EEG time series. However, filters may exhibit "edge effects" at the beginning and end of the time series, and may require a large number of time samples when applying high-pass filters with low cut-off frequencies (as the length of the FIR filter increases). Hence it is generally advisable to apply digital filters on longer episodes of data, such as on the original 'raw' recordings instead of filtering the average. Note that filtering can lead to misleading results for causality analysis and should be applied only when the user is aware of the potential consequences ([@bb0125; @bb0035]).•Baseline correction: The raw MEG signals from the sensors typically have a large offset. This offset is there because SQUID behavior is periodic in applied flux and no zero level exists. In addition to this offset there will be some low-frequency noise from the SQUIDs and slow ambient field fluctuations. The correction for these low frequency effects is called baseline correction, which is very much akin to the typical EEG practice. The offset can be efficiently eliminated using a high-pass filter with a low cut-off frequency (\< 0.3 Hz, with at least 100-dB DC attenuation) applied on the continuous raw MEG traces. Applying such filter on shorter epoched data would certainly cause edge effects and uncontrolled contamination of signals and is therefore not recommended. Another approach is to subtract the average value of the data across specific time intervals from the signal of each channel. The interval is defined as the baseline, and it should not contain event-related fields, while being close in time to the event occurrence. The baseline duration must be long enough for an accurate estimate of the DC value at each sensor. The required number of samples depends on the noise in the data so a range of values around baseline duration of about 100 samples may be explored.•Group analyses of sensor-level data: Because the head is relatively free to move under the MEG array, grand (i.e., across subjects) or inter-run averaging is not encouraged in MEG at the sensor level without applying movement compensation techniques ([@bb0300; @bb0385]), or without at least checking that only limited head displacements occurred between runs. However, trial averaging may be advantageously performed across runs on the source times series for each run, although the SNR of the un-averaged data that is used for the source estimation is lower in this case, which may be problematic in studies with a small number of trials per run. If inter-subject averaging is performed in the source space, typical geometrical normalization techniques such as those used in fMRI studies need to be applied across subjects, which are now a more consistent part of the MEG analysis pipeline and are featured in advanced software applications ([@bb0025]). That said, raw sensor level analysis even without head position correction is an assumption-free analysis of the data and will generally err on the conservative (false negative) side (see the [Statistics](#s0070){ref-type="sec"} section).

Reporting {#s0150}
---------

•A clear chronology of stimulus presentation, featuring ISIs, stimulus types and durations.•The number of epochs used in each experimental condition and for all subjects;•Technique used for baseline correction (high-pass filtering; DC subtraction) and its parameters (filter type, baseline definition and window length, filter attenuation at DC in dB).•Filtering: filter types, frequency cut-offs, filter order/length of filter kernel.•Control of possible contamination of high-frequency (\> 40 Hz) components from muscle artifacts.•If applicable, mention the criteria used for the estimation of peak latencies, amplitudes and the time window of this analysis.•If different sensor types were combined (such as magnetometers and gradiometers) specify the method used.•If dimensionality reduction was performed (PCA, ICA, sensor selection) clearly state the procedure and the criteria for selecting components/sensors.

Spectral analysis {#s0010}
=================

Background {#s0015}
----------

The aim of spectral analysis is the transformation of signals into the (time-)frequency domain. This step is motivated by the fact that (transient) oscillatory signal components are more readily observable in the (time-)frequency domain. Also, oscillatory signal components have a more compact representation in the spectral domain. Researchers have a large variety of parametric and non-parametric spectral estimation procedures at their disposal. A comprehensive introduction and discussion is beyond the scope of this manuscript and we refer the reader to previous publications in the general field of spectral analysis ([@bb0685; @bb0120; @bb0490; @bb0610]) and spectral analysis for electrophysiological data ([@bb0045; @bb0400; @bb0430]). It seems that the choice of a specific spectral analysis method is less critical than its correct application. In fact, several of the commonly used methods (Fourier transform, wavelet transform, Hilbert transform) are very similar and can be described in a common framework ([@bb0045; @bb0320]). Consequently, we refrain from recommending a specific method but advise on some aspects of their use.

The researcher has to decide between parametric and non-parametric methods. Examples of non-parametric methods are the Fourier transform, wavelet transform or the Hilbert transform. The most commonly used parametric spectral estimation technique is based on autoregressive (AR) modeling ([@bb0015; @bb0545; @bb0570]). Although spectra computed from AR-models can potentially result in higher time and/or frequency resolution ([@bb0435]) they are sensitive to user-defined parameters such as the model order.

A typical non-parametric time-frequency analysis involves the selection of a short segment of data with a sliding window approach, which is subjected to spectral analysis, for example using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm. Equivalently, this time--frequency transformation can be thought of as a convolution of the time domain signal with a set of windowed frequency-specific basis functions (wavelets; typically a sine and cosine wave of a specific frequency multiplied with a taper function, for example a Gaussian window). The different non-parametric methods differ mainly in their choice of tapers, i.e. the set of window functions with which the overlapping time-segments are multiplied to control for spectral leakage, and the use of fixed versus variable window length for different frequencies. Controlled frequency smoothing, independent of the spectral resolution determined by the choice of window length, can be obtained by combining spectral estimates corresponding to multiple tapers ([@bb0400; @bb0490]).

Recommendations and caveats {#s0020}
---------------------------

MEG researchers with little signal processing experience may find it easier to start spectral analysis with non-parametric methods. Therefore most recommendations in this section pertain to the non-parametric estimation methods.•Zero-padding may be used to achieve spectral interpolation in order to be able to average the spectral representation of trials of variable length. Note that the spectral interpolation does not add information as such. It is recommended to perform a trial-based mean subtraction prior to the spectral analysis, in order to avoid potential spectral leakage effects introduced by zero-padding.•In general one should beware of adapting the data window to the frequency under consideration (long window for low frequencies, short window for high frequencies) to optimize temporal resolution. Although this allows the number of cycles per window to be kept constant across frequencies it leads to unequal numbers of data points contributing to the time--frequency representation for different frequencies. This is not problematic as long as in any subsequent statistical test these changes in (spectrogram) image smoothness are properly accounted for using methods such as non-stationary random field theory (see later). To avoid this complication it is often advisable to use the same length of data segments for all frequencies, or to analyze ranges of frequency separately, e.g. use one window length for frequencies below 30 Hz and another (shorter) window for frequencies above 30 Hz.•The bandwidth of the different frequency components in electrophysiological data increases with frequency. Also, across subjects, there is variability of the peak frequency (e.g. of the subject-specific gamma-band oscillatory activity) that is more pronounced for the higher frequency bands. For optimal sensitivity, it is therefore recommended to increase frequency smoothing at higher frequencies: for example, to apply little smoothing for frequencies below about 30 Hz (e.g., a few tapers implementing up to 2 Hz smoothing), but greater smoothing at higher frequencies, particularly above 50 Hz (e.g., multiple tapes implementing up to 10--15 Hz smoothing) ([@bb0250; @bb0560]).•The absolute power of MEG data is difficult to compare across sensors, sessions and participants. This can for example be due to inter-individual differences in neural activity and to differences in the position of the subject (e.g. differences in head size influencing the distance of the brain to the sensor array). Also, absolute power decreases with increasing frequency. For these reasons, to facilitate the interpretation of the spectral quantities, a frequency-specific correction is often applied using a baseline time-window or a baseline task. This correction is most conveniently expressed as a relative change. An alternative correction can be based on the difference in power levels, or the difference in the log of the power, which is equivalent to computing the relative change. Also, one could consider taking variance information in the baseline into account, and compute a z-score. Finally, one could compute the relative power, where the power in each frequency band is normalized by the total (broad-band) power.•The selection of the time-window to be used for baseline normalization is a critical step. Generally, when choosing a baseline in the pre-stimulus period, one should avoid extending the baseline up to stimulus onset (t = 0) in order to avoid an overlap of baseline windows with post-stimulus data samples. Similarly, the baseline onset time should avoid including data segments affected by the end of the previous stimulus. Although − 50 ms or − 100 ms could be considered a sufficient upper bound for baseline offset and 300 to 500 ms a reasonable baseline duration, the optimal values depend on the paradigm and window length.•A baseline shift close to stimulus onset may reduce the magnitude of low-frequency stimulus-related components in a time--frequency plot.•The intrinsic frequency resolution of the non-parametric spectral estimate is limited by the length L of the moving window, and equals 1/L. The interpretation of the frequency of the peak of a band-limited effect needs to take the intrinsic frequency resolution into account.•The frequency specificity of a wavelet may be compromised (i.e. leading to unwanted spectral leakage) by the exact implementation of the algorithm used. For example, when using zero-padding in combination with non-demeaned data, the artificially induced low frequency component may leak into the spectral estimates at higher frequencies. Therefore, examine the frequency domain representation of the wavelet to avoid erroneous interpretations, see Figure 1F in Box 2 in [@bb0620].•The spectral estimate at a certain time--frequency point will be affected by data points prior to this time depending on the length of the wavelet or the data segment subjected to Fourier transform. Therefore, short transient artifacts in the time domain can affect spectral estimates at a later or earlier time.•Inherent to the windowing technique is a loss of data at the edges of the trials. It is in general recommended to use a padding of the trials (with data) of at least half the window length of the lowest frequency wavelet.•The MEG sensor type should be considered when interpreting results of spectral analysis. For example, a dipolar source is represented by the typical dipolar field pattern in MEG systems with magnetometer or axial gradiometer (a positive and a negative deflection on opposite sides of the source location). After spectral analysis this field pattern turns into two hot spots and may easily be misinterpreted as two active sources. Data recorded with (or transformed to) planar gradient sensors are easier to interpret because a dipole appears as a single local maximum in sensors just above its location.

Reporting {#s0025}
---------

### General {#s0155}

•Length of time-window used.•Amount of window overlap.•Was normalization with a baseline estimate applied? If so, report which temporal interval was used, and how the normalization was done (e.g. absolute difference, relative change, z-score).•Figures displaying the results should clearly describe any transformation applied to the data (e.g. log-transform). Each graph displaying values should provide a name for the values, a unit and a scale. In addition to images showing the effect size, consider displaying the results in a way that includes variance information (such as in a t-statistic).

### Method-specific recommendations {#s0160}

#### Non-parametric methods {#s0165}

•Specify the amount of zero-padding applied.•Specify the tapering strategy used to control for spectral leakage.

#### Parametric methods {#s0170}

•The algorithm used to estimate the AR-model.•Order of the AR-model, and the method used for selecting the (optimal) model order.•Clearly state all processing steps prior to estimating the AR-model (removal of ensemble mean, data normalization (e.g. by division with the ensemble standard deviation).

Source reconstruction {#s0030}
=====================

Background {#s0035}
----------

The aim of source localization is to reconstruct the neural sources underlying the signals measured at the sensor level. The reconstruction can be broken down into a relatively uncontentious forward problem, which refers to the modeling of how magnetic fields propagate from the source space to the sensors; and the more contentious inverse problem that entails assumptions about how the brain works.

The M/EEG inverse problem is fundamentally ill-posed. In order to solve the inverse problem, it is necessary to employ prior knowledge (or constraints) in order to obtain a unique solution. We lack information for three fundamental reasons: First, we only have a limited number of measurements (sensors) compared to the potentially large numbers of sources. Second, certain current configurations will produce no measurable signals and we get no information on their presence (the so-called null space of the leadfields). Third, there are an infinite number of source current configurations in the space spanned by the leadfields that produce the exact same external magnetic field. These problems seem monumental but are analogous to the problems we encounter when interpreting a 3D scene from a 2D cinema film. Different source reconstruction techniques vary in the way in which they impose additional priors/constraints to arrive at a unique solution of the inverse problem by linear or non-linear computation. They vary with respect to the type and number of constraints used. Constraints might be that there are only a small number of sources active at a specific instant in time (multi-dipole models; [@bb0615]) or that the whole cortex is active to some degree but with the minimum energy necessary to describe the measured data ([@bb0210]). It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss source reconstruction algorithms in detail. For more information, we refer the reader to the relevant literature ([@bb0020; @bb0200; @bb0240; @bb0525; @bb0660]).

All source reconstruction methods need a description of the forward model, i.e. a model that specifies the magnetic field distribution generated by a neural source with unitary strength at a known location and orientation. For the forward solution, a volume conductor or head model must first be defined. Typical volume conductor models are the spherical model with single or multiple spheres ([@bb0255; @bb0420]) or spherical harmonics ([@bb0450]); these can be elaborated on with boundary element models and finite element models ([@bb0095; @bb0150]). The quality of the forward model and thus ultimately the quality of the source reconstruction will also greatly benefit from individual anatomical information, e.g. using the individual anatomical MRI to obtain a geometric description of the inner surface of the skull.

After defining the volume conductor model, a source model typically needs to be specified, which approximates the underlying continuous current density distribution with a finite number of parameters. Basic source models (such as dipole models or distributed source models) can be combined with orientation constraints (to exclude the radial orientation or restrict source orientation to be normal to the brain surface) and can be spatially restricted (e.g. to the cortex only rather than a grid covering the entire brain).

Recommendations and caveats {#s0040}
---------------------------

•The quality of the source reconstruction will greatly benefit from an accurate coregistration and from the absence of subject head movement during the scan. Indeed, coregistration accuracy, which typically lies in the order of 5 mm ([@bb0650]), and subject head movement may critically limit localization accuracy. Errors in coregistration will lead to errors in the reconstruction because the volume conductor (head) is shifted away from the correct position possibly causing a similar shift on the estimated source locations. When using sophisticated source models such as e.g. individual cortical meshes ([@bb0345]), or when using algorithms with high spatial resolution ([@bb0225; @bb0235; @bb0405]) the influence of a poor coregistration may even be nonlinear.•We recommend devoting extra attention to the placement of the head localization coils and to the specification of the fiducial locations during the preparation of the subject. Also, we recommend ensuring that the subject is comfortably positioned as this reduces movements during data acquisition. If high spatial accuracy is required it may be worth looking at improved head stabilization/coregistration procedures ([@bb0005]).•In many cases, one is not interested in localization of sources per se, but in the extraction of source time series for further analysis (e.g. connectivity analysis). This can be done either as part of the source localization procedure or as a separate step. In the latter case it is also possible to specify source locations based on prior knowledge, i.e. using a region-of-interest (ROI) approach.•In the process of reconstructing the time series at the source level, it is important to make sure that the linear weightings used to estimate a source time series not only pertain to activity at that location but also that they are unbiased. This means that, when comparing two conditions, both conditions should be included in the inversion process in order to get an unbiased linear mapping. By the same argument one should only compare estimates of neural activity within the same time--frequency window for which the inversion parameters were estimated. For example, in the case of a beamformer using a source covariance estimate based on the alpha frequency range will provide optimal suppression of other alpha generators, but these linear weights will not be useful to image effects in other frequency bands.•When constraining the source reconstruction to a set of ROIs, or to an a- priori defined source model, brain activity that is not coming from the modeled areas may be erroneously projected onto these sources.•Dimensionality reductions (e.g. PCA or ICA) need to be taken into consideration in source estimation. These steps effectively remove degrees of freedom from the data and reduce the rank of the sensor covariance matrix critical to the inversion algorithm.•Estimates of spatial extent are difficult with MEG as the linear projections of the limited number of sensors are smooth and often data dependent. In such cases it can be useful to assess the point spread function (PSF) and/or cross-talk function (CTF), which are projections through the Resolution Matrix, which is the product of the forward matrix and the inverse operator matrix ([@bb0340]). The CTF for a given source, for example, is informative about the "leakage" of activity to a ROI from all other regions. Various summary measures of the PSF/CTF can also be helpful heuristics for evaluating the accuracy, smoothness and amplitude estimation in each ROI for a given inverse operator ([@bb0205]). Spatial extent estimation generally requires specific algorithms using different source models ([@bb0090; @bb0235; @bb0270]). This is a critical issue that needs to be kept in mind and possibly acknowledged when interpreting the results based on a ROI approach.

Reporting {#s0045}
---------

### General {#s0175}

•Details about the volume conductor model of the head (e.g. sphere, BEM, FEM) and algorithms used for the lead field computations.•Rationale for choosing a particular source analysis method.•Details about the source reconstruction algorithm and all its adjustable parameters, including the time intervals entered into the analysis and the choice of regularization and the rationale for this choice.•Discussion of the particular shortcomings of the source localization technique used and how these may have affected results.•Normalization procedures for spatial normalization after source localization.•If coordinates are linked to brain structures: source of the lookup table (e.g. FSL atlas).

### Method-specific recommendations {#s0180}

#### Beamforming {#s0185}

•Condition numbers of covariance matrices and metric used as beamformer output (e.g. noise-normalized power, pseudo-T, etc.; see [@bb0230]).•If noise normalization is applied to the reconstructed source images, details about how the noise level was computed should be provided.•Details with respect to the dipole grid that has been scanned: voxel size for a regular volumetric grid, or number of nodes for a cortical sheet.•All details about the calculation of the covariance matrix should be specified (including the time window and filters or other preprocessing applied to the data).

#### Distributed source models {#s0190}

•Details with respect to the dipole grid that has been scanned: voxel size for a regular volumetric grid, or number of nodes for a cortical sheet, constraints to the dipole orientation.

#### Dipole fitting {#s0195}

•The solutions obtained with dipole fitting approaches depend heavily on choices that are made by the researcher ([@bb0395]). Therefore, these choices should be described in much detail. In particular, alternative models should be fitted, and it should be explained why a reported solution was chosen over alternative models. For example, choices have to be made about the number of dipoles, the time windows that were used (single latency, multiple latencies), the exact dipole models that were used (moving, rotating, or fixed dipole), whether certain parameters were fixed while others were optimized. Principled and objective methods for this process exist ([@bb0280; @bb0615]). Also of importance are the cost-function and optimization algorithm that were used, e.g. cost-functions that include a cost for increased numbers of dipoles, as in the complexity term in various approximations to the Bayesian model-evidence ([@bb0280]). The stability of the solutions should be tested with respect to different initial guesses and with respect to noise, i.e. confidence intervals should be obtained, either through Monte Carlo simulations or through analytical/numerical approximations ([@bb0105; @bb0145]).

Connectivity analysis {#s0050}
=====================

Background {#s0055}
----------

The aim of MEG connectivity analysis is to investigate the information flow and interaction between brain areas ([@bb0265; @bb0475; @bb0555; @bb0575; @bb0600; @bb9005]). Modulations in connectivity through experimental manipulations will give insight into the dynamic routing of information in, and the reconfiguration of, brain networks. Here we will not focus on the large variety of possible connectivity metrics and their merits, but we will discuss some generic issues in MEG connectivity analysis. These issues require special attention with respect to data analysis, the interpretation of the results, statistical testing, and reporting.

As far as specific methods are concerned, the field of connectivity analysis in MEG seems far from reaching consensus on recommended methods. For each method, however, some degree of agreement for best practice seems to exist in the literature. As already mentioned, we will not discuss individual approaches extensively, but provide references to the relevant publications wherever appropriate. For a detailed overview, the reader is referred to [@bb0540], [@bb0495] and [@bb0165].

The core issue that has to be considered when estimating connectivity in MEG-data is the issue of electromagnetic field spread. This term refers to the phenomenon that magnetic fields associated with electric currents extend to infinity. As a consequence, any neuronal current source generates a magnetic field that can in principle be seen by every MEG sensor, albeit with strongly differing intensity. This has a profound impact on the interpretation of the connectivity analysis results as most connectivity measures try to estimate whether two signals are dependent on each other. This dependency is then interpreted as a sign of a physiological interaction. With electromagnetic field spread, signals measured at the sensor level (and to a lesser extent also at the level of reconstructed source signals) are not independent. This leads to non-zero values for correlation (or most other functional connectivity metrics) between any two sensors, even in the absence of 'connected' underlying neuronal sources. As a consequence many connections may be spurious, and falsely be interpreted as being physiological ([@bb0555; @bb0585]). This even affects directed measures ([@bb0460]), as well as nonlinear measures ([@bb0325]).

One way to avoid incorrect interpretation of physiological interaction due to field spread is to quantify the connectivity that can be solely explained by non-instantaneous interactions. In measures based on phase differences, the instantaneous mixing due to field spread leads to a phase difference of either 0 or 180°. When the interaction is expressed as a complex-valued number effects of instantaneous mixing contribute only to the real part of the complex number. The imaginary part, e.g. the imaginary part of coherency, therefore quantifies interactions that cannot be explained by instantaneous mixing ([@bb0455]). Another measure that explicitly quantifies non-instantaneous interactions is the phase lag index ([@bb0595]).

A recommended way to reduce the effects of field spread is to analyze the connectivity at the level of the underlying sources, rather than at the sensor level. Source-level connectivity analysis can be performed using either a one- or two-step approach.

Two-step approaches first perform an estimation of source time-courses. This can be done for example by computing a beamformer contrast to localize the regions of interest and then applying the beamformer filters for these locations to the sensor signals to obtain source time-courses. One-step approaches are based on a full model of MEG signal generation. Neuronal activity is generated using biophysical models of local cortical regions and their connectivity. Combining this with a physical model of MEG signal generation produces MEG signals that depend on parameters for the input to the brain (i.e. stimuli, experimental conditions) and the connectivity between brain areas. Similar to inversion schemes for source analysis this full model is then inverted, meaning that the model parameters are estimated along with a description of the model fit to the data. Implementations of this principle comprise DCM for EEG and MEG ([@bb0290]) as well as implementations that combine Granger causality analysis with state space models of brain activity into a one-step approach ([@bb0080]).

Once connectivity patterns have been established, the functional networks can be characterized using graph theoretical tools ([@bb0055; @bb0050; @bb0265; @bb0600]).

Recommendations and caveats {#s0060}
---------------------------

•Connectivity analysis should ideally be performed at the source level ([@bb0175]). One important reason is that the interpretation of the estimated connectivity between brain areas is typically much easier than at the sensor level and can be related to studies from other fields of neuroscience such as studies of anatomical connectivity, invasive electrophysiology or connectivity analysis using fMRI. Another important motivation for reconstructing source waveforms and analyzing connectivity at the source-level is that this approach alleviates the interpretational difficulties introduced by the mixing problem caused by electromagnetic field spread ([@bb0555]). Source reconstruction admittedly adds another level of complexity to the analysis and may even cause problems if applied incorrectly. However, when sufficient unmixing can be achieved, source-level analysis of connectivity is preferable over sensor level analysis.•If connectivity analysis is still performed at the sensor level it should be noted that the effect of field spread depends on the MEG sensor type. For example, magnetometers have a rather diffuse and spatially extended sensitivity profile with large overlaps between neighboring sensors in contrast to planar gradiometers with a more focal sensitivity profile. Consequently, connectivity results between magnetometer sensors are expected to show higher artificial values as compared with planar gradiometers.•It is recommended to perform connectivity analysis in source space by contrasting two experimental conditions (or pre-stimulus and post-stimulus time windows or one condition and surrogate data). This further reduces the effect of field spread ([@bb0555]). Note however, that power differences between conditions and general differences in signal-to-noise ratio will affect field spread and may lead to spurious connectivity differences.•If two conditions are compared (or pre-stimulus and post-stimulus time windows or one condition and surrogate data) it may be important to match the total number of data samples in both conditions. Connectivity measures are often biased quantities, which makes them sensitive to the number of data samples (or number of trials).•When using connectivity measures that use an estimate of the phase of a band-limited oscillation (e.g. phase--phase or phase--amplitude coupling analysis) we recommend a analyze careful selection of sufficiently narrow frequency bands. This is because the phase of a broadband signal does not have a straightforward interpretation.•The quality of the estimate of the phase depends on the signal-to-noise ratio of the data, or in other words: the phase estimation from a noisy signal is less accurate. Consequently, connectivity metrics based on phase synchronization are affected by signal-to-noise, even though the metrics themselves are independent of signal amplitude. A reported difference in phase synchronization should therefore be accompanied by a report on the signal amplitudes ([@bb0425]).•As any other index of brain activity, connectivity measures need statistical testing. Tests can involve the comparison of two conditions, a task versus a baseline period or a comparison of two groups of subjects, similar to what can be done for more conventional measures of brain activity. Connectivity measures differ in three important aspects however. First, most connectivity measures are biased estimators, i.e. their absolute value systematically depends on the amount of data ([@bb0370]) and on the signal to noise ratio of the data ([@bb0190]). This necessitates that sources of bias are accounted for before proceeding with a statistical test, or the statistical test needs to be insensitive to the bias. Second, with connectivity measures it is sometimes not intended to compare across conditions or subjects. Rather, one would directly want to test the hypothesis whether a measured amount of connectivity is significant by comparing against artificially constructed ('surrogate') data, that share the same signal properties (spectra, etc.) but in which the connectivity has been destroyed in the construction of these surrogate data ([@bb0470; @bb0495]). Last, multiple comparison problems are typically more severe for connectivity analysis, due to the large number of potential connections that is investigated, which is on the order of the number of signals squared. An advantage of regional source space analysis techniques over sensor level analysis here is that the number of source signals (of interest) is potentially much smaller than the number of available sensor signals.•The creation of surrogate data to test the significance of connectivity in a single condition may not be straightforward. If inappropriate surrogate data is used, spurious results could be introduced ([@bb0590]).•The removal of spatial components or subtraction of weighted reference signals (see [Data preprocessing](#s0115){ref-type="sec"} section) introduces correlations between the main MEG sensors, which may confound the interpretation of subsequent connectivity results.•When the estimate of the connectivity involves an autoregressive model or a set of embedding parameters for state--space reconstruction (Granger causality and derived measures, transfer entropy), misspecification of the model or parameters may lead to false positive results and connectivity in the reverse direction. Principled approaches for choosing these parameters exist and should be used where possible ([@bb0520]).•The assessment of coupling using the imaginary part of coherency has some limitations. First, it is by definition insensitive to true physiological zero-phase coupling. Second, problems may also arise when two conditions are compared, because it is not trivial to interpret a change in the imaginary part of coherency. An experimentally induced modulation may reflect a change in the preferred phase difference between two signals, a change in the magnitude of the coherency, or a change in both. Third, two or more independent sources with different orientation may be so close together that they cannot be distinguished from a single source that evolves over time with more than one orientation component, e.g. a rotating dipole. In this case non-zero values of the imaginary part of coherency can arise. Fourth, related to the previous point, sources of artifact such as the MCG typically need to be described as a complex rotating dipole and therefore contributions of the electrical signal from the heart lead to non-zero imaginary coherence.•Unobserved sources may affect the interpretation of the observed connectivity pattern. Common input from a third source could explain an observed direct interaction pattern.•When using a two-step approach to estimate connectivity at the source level it is important to only analyze features of the source time courses that are properly taken into account by the reconstruction method used. For example, when using a beamformer approach in a certain frequency range, source time courses should also be reconstructed and analyzed in this particular frequency range only; when using evoked activity to localize dipole sources then the source time courses of these dipoles should only be analyzed for their evoked activity content. This said, two-step approaches offer the possibility to inspect the reconstructed source time courses and to analyze them further outside the scope of connectivity analysis.•In directed measures (Granger causality measures, transfer entropy) a test of the observed dependency against zero-lag dependencies can indicate the presence of field spread, e.g. shift test for transfer entropy ([@bb0325]).

Reporting {#s0065}
---------

### General {#s0200}

•Provide exact details of the preprocessing steps, e.g. filtering, as application of filters can alter the outcome of connectivity analysis ([@bb0125]).•Describe procedures that were used to deal with artifacts such as the heartbeat signal or eyeblinks.•Report on the amount of data used to estimate connectivity. Several connectivity measures such as coherence or phase-locking value are biased, where the amount of bias depends on the amount of data (e.g. trials) used to estimate connectivity. Address this potential bias problem if the amount of data in two experimental conditions is different ([@bb0370]).•Discuss the interpretation of the results taking potential effects of electromagnetic field spread into account. This is particularly important for sensor-level analysis.•Related to the previous point, discuss the interpretation of a conditional difference in estimated connectivity in the context of conditional differences in signal-to-noise ratio and differences in source power. Report power changes between conditions.

### Method specific recommendations {#s0205}

#### Autoregressive model based connectivity measures (Granger causality and derived measures, and transfer entropy) {#s0210}

Report on the details of the autoregressive model fitting procedure, particularly with respect to the choice of the model order (also check recommendations referring to AR models under spectral analysis).

#### Dynamic causal modeling {#s0215}

Motivate the choice of particular models considered for evaluation. For example, why were particular source regions included in the model space and why were specific connection schemes considered. There is a considerable volume of pre-existing literature on this topic and we refer the reader to a reference where guidelines for model selection can be found ([@bb0605]).

Statistics {#s0070}
==========

Background {#s0075}
----------

The aim of statistical analysis is to quantify the reliability of features that are estimated from the data, in the presence of noise (where noise could refer here to noise in the MEG recording (see [Data preprocessing](#s0115){ref-type="sec"} section), but also, for example, to inter-subject variability). This quantification typically takes the shape of a probability (p-value), a likelihood (e.g. when comparing models) or a confidence interval. Usually, the quantification is followed by an inferential step, e.g. a decision to reject or accept a particular experimental hypothesis, or the acceptance of a particular generative model of the data. Essentially, many steps in advanced MEG data analysis pipelines carry uncertainty that may warrant quantification, for example to assess the effect of particular parameter values on the quality of a source reconstruction. Here we will mainly consider statistical issues related to hypothesis testing that address the neuroscience question that has motivated data acquisition and the experimental design ([@bb0185]).

The key questions can be posed using a variety of tests: parametric or non-parametric statistics, univariate or multivariate, and based on classical or Bayesian inference. These tests could be at the sensor or source level and have to take into account the control of error rate over multiple statistical tests.

A statistical approach is parametric when it relies on assumptions about the probability distribution of particular parameters of the data, for example the mean and variance of Gaussian distributions. Parametric statistics have been and still are extensively studied in the fMRI and PET communities -- and recently adapted to EEG and MEG ([@bb0295]) -- and popularized with software toolboxes such as SPM ([@bb0690]). Non-parametric approaches do not rely on such assumptions, but rather use resampling strategies to estimate probability distributions or confidence intervals from the data ([@bb0180; @bb0440; @bb0480; @bb0500; @bb0580]).

Classical statistical inference relates to testing a formal hypothesis about the data, typically a null-hypothesis stating that an experimental manipulation has no effect on a particular feature in the data. Bayesian statistics can provide a probability of an effect being of a certain size, but require a prior probability distribution.

Multivariate versus mass univariate tests refer to whether multiple features (variables) are tested at once in a single test, or whether each variable is tested with a separate single test. When variables represent continuous values along one or more dimensions (e.g., two dimensions of a sensor topography, or of a time-frequency decomposition), multivariate tests can be used to identify significant patterns (modes) across dimensions ([@bb0070; @bb0140; @bb0380]), while univariate tests can be used to localize significant effects within that space. In general terms, multivariate versus mass univariate approaches trade statistical sensitivity (power) against localization accuracy (in time or space), with multivariate tests usually having greater power but less localizing ability (assuming that there are sufficient replications relative to the number of variables). Multivariate tests can suggest networks of active regions within source space, or of cross-frequency dependencies, whereas mass univariate tests are necessary to identify whether an effect occurs in a specific region or specific frequency.

An important issue when doing statistical inference with a mass univariate (or multivariate) approach is the multiple comparison problem (MCP); the fact that the probability of incorrectly rejecting the null hypothesis increases with the number of tests. One approach is to control the Family-Wise Error (FWE), another is to control the False Discovery Rate (FDR). These approaches entail qualitatively different types of inference: FWE controls the false positive rate across all tests, FDR controls the false positive rate within the subset of tests declared significant ([@bb0155]). There are both parametric and non-parametric methods to control the MCP. Non-parametric methods can estimate distributions of maximal statistics across tests by permutation or randomization ([@bb0365; @bb0440; @bb0480; @bb0580]). Parametric approaches to address the MCP have been elaborated using the random fields theory (RFT) and have gained popularity through the SPM software ([@bb0690]). RFT takes into account the spatial/temporal correlations in the data resulting in a "corrected" p-value that is less conservative than a Bonferroni correction that simply divides the acceptable false positive rate by the number of tests. Furthermore, it provides a general framework that can be applied to any number of dimensions. The main advantage of the parametric approach is that it can easily accommodate complex statistical designs such as multiple regression or full factorial design. The main disadvantage is that there are distributional assumptions. Non-parametric methods for MCP have similar application to multiple dimensions, and offer a large range of test statistics, but they are limited to simpler statistical designs, primarily *t*-test and simple regression ([@bb0365]).

In the context of statistics, it is a valid question to ask whether the statistical inference needs to be done in sensor or in source space. Indeed source estimates are often a linear combination of the sensor data, so any multivariate test that tests for linear combinations of channel data (e.g., Wilk\'s lambda) automatically provides a test of source tomographies ([@bb0075]). The distinction between sensor and source level analysis is analogous to that between non-parametric and parametric statistics. Sensor level analysis is relatively assumption free and robust, but given the assumptions (of the inversion) are correct, source level analysis will be more sensitive. Some specific situations where statistics might be better performed directly in source space are:•When the sensor data are not aligned across replications (e.g. when the location of the head relative to MEG sensors differ across participants). Projection onto a common source space would address this issue through well-established techniques for spatial normalization ([@bb0010; @bb0115]) although realignment of the data could also be done in sensor space ([@bb0300; @bb0630; @bb0625]).•When the source orientations vary substantially over subjects, for example in cortical regions like V1 it is likely that the same sensors even see polarity reversals over subjects.•For multimodal datasets -- for example, data from magnetometers, gradiometers and EEG -- for which source space statistics after their combined localization ([@bb0415]; [@bb0220]) are likely to be more sensitive than statistics on each sensor-type alone.•When there are priors that live in source space (e.g., from fMRI ([@bb0335; @bb0215])), or via pooling of sparse priors across participants ([@bb0330]), statistics may be more easily performed in source space.•When inferences about specific brain regions are to be made.

A final issue concerns the level of generalization of inferences. To justify that a neuroscientific claim is true in a "typical" person, it can be sufficient to demonstrate that an effect is significant within each of a (small) number of participants (e.g., using an estimate of variance across trials for each participant). This "case series" approach is common in psychophysics and animal experiments. To justify a neuroscientific claim that an effect exists on average in the population as a whole and to quantify the variability of that effect across people, it is necessary to use sample-based (group-based) statistics. To extend inferences from a random sample to the population from which it was drawn, it is necessary to treat those observations (participants) as a random variable (a random variable is one that can have different values each time an experiment is run, as distinct from a fixed variable that has the same value for all instantiations of an experiment). For situations with multiple replications both across- and within-participants (e.g. across trials or sessions), this can be achieved by "mixed effect" (hierarchical linear) models, though in balanced designs (e.g. with equal numbers of trials for all participants), a simple summary measure (e.g. the mean) across trials/sessions is sufficient. Parametric statistics accommodate such sample-based inference easily, by virtue of their distributional assumptions; it is debatable whether permutation-based inference allows such generalization.

Recommendations and caveats {#s0080}
---------------------------

•Decide in advance the key experimental comparisons of interest: e.g., across experimental conditions, and possibly within specific sensors/time windows/frequency windows. Avoid the issue of looking at the data before deciding what comparisons to test (a classic error being to inspect an evoked waveform to see when differences between conditions are maximal, and then choosing a window around those time points to perform a statistical test: in this case, multiple comparisons across time have implicitly been made, for which a correction is necessary).•The decision to use parametric or non-parametric statistics should be based on examination or knowledge of the data distribution. For example, without transformation, distributions of power measures or phase-locking values are a-priori unlikely to be Gaussian, whereas the distribution of the mean field amplitude across trials is likely to be Gaussian across sufficient numbers of participants. While data examination is always desirable, it should be noted that formal tests of distributional assumptions are rarely sensitive unless there are sufficient replications, which may be a reason to prefer non-parametric methods when there are few replications.•When the underlying assumptions are met (or the data are transformed in order to meet the assumptions), parametric methods will always be as or more sensitive than non-parametric methods. Conversely, non-parametric methods will be more robust when there are deviations from those assumptions. Non-parametric methods often estimate distributions from the data by permuting or randomizing data labels, though consideration must be given to the exchangeability of such labels (e.g., in the case of correlated observations, such as from successive timepoints). Non-parametric methods can be computationally expensive, though this is becoming less of an issue these days.•Both RFT and non-parametric approaches to the MCP offer the ability to make inferences about specific features of test statistics: for example, not just the "size" of a statistic in each point in a space (or "peak" of a statistical field), but also its "extent". Extent-level correction can be more sensitive than a height level correction at the cost of localizing power (e.g. [@bb0580]). This is why it is often used in fMRI, but its relevance to some MEG applications, such as sensor-time volumes, is questionable in cases like magnetometer data with their bipolar (non-contiguous) fields.•Decide in advance whether the scientific question concerns the identification of spatiotemporal patterns or the localization and mapping of effects in space/time. This constrains the type of statistical model/tests that need to be applied. The former likely requires multivariate statistics, whereas the latter most likely requires a mass univariate approach.•Multiple variables may still be modeled as factors within a univariate framework, for example in traditional analysis of variance (ANOVA) approaches for analyzing the mean amplitude of an evoked response across a specified peristimulus time window, in which each channel is a level of one or more factors ([@bb0505]). For a single channel factor, such an approach is actually equivalent to a multivariate test ([@bb0285]); though a potentially useful variant is to factorize channels according to a spatial dimension (e.g., left/right, anterior/posterior), providing some localizing ability (at least for variables like planar gradiometer magnitudes; the advantage of such an approach is less clear for magnetometer or axial gradiometer data).•Justify assumptions about data distributions, theoretically and/or empirically. Check the distribution of data values (observations) before using any statistical test, e.g., for outliers, or to confirm distributional assumptions when performing a parametric test, or to check for correlations between observations when performing a non-parametric randomization test.•Account for multiple comparisons --- both across space/time/frequency, and across multiple contrasts within an experimental design. Make sure that the assumptions of any method for correcting for multiple comparisons are met, for example the smoothness of data for random-field models.•Due to differential sensitivities of sensor and source space analyses it is sometimes the case that a particular effect is significant in one but not the other. When an effect is significant at the sensor level with all the proper corrections for multiple comparisons and the hypothesis is about the existence of an effect rather than about a specific area being involved, it could be acceptable to only report the peaks of a statistical map at the source level without requiring correction for multiple comparisons over the whole brain. When an effect is significant at the source level corrected for multiple comparisons and the choice of time and frequency windows for the source analysis can be motivated a-priori, a sensor-level test is not necessary. What should be avoided is doing a sensor-level test without proper MCP correction and using it to motivate a source-level test that achieves significance. This would constitute double-dipping ([@bb0305]) similar to using peaks in the data to constrain a sensor-level test.•Limiting the scope of statistical tests a-priori is a perfectly valid and powerful way to increase their sensitivity. Only resort to multiple tests for data dimensions about which you have no prior hypothesis and limit the number of these tests to the essential minimum. For example if your hypothesis is about an effect in the alpha band between 100 and 200 ms and it is likely that most of this window is affected, it would be better to average over the window, get a single number and avoid multiple comparisons altogether. If your hypothesis is about an increase in alpha power between 200 and 800 ms which is relatively brief but spans most of the alpha band it would be better to average over frequency and test one-dimensional power time courses only in the window of interest. Similarly, if your hypothesis is about, for example, the visual system, you can use a mask to limit your source level test to the visual areas.•Clarify the type of inference you are making, whether it is based on FWE or FDR, or a random or fixed effects analysis of participants.•Mass univariate methods in source space raise issues related to the appropriate way to deal with the MCP. Firstly, assumptions in methods like RFT may be violated. For example, RFT assumes a monotonic-decreasing spatial correlation in the error, but this is unlikely to be true for source-localized data because long-range correlations can be induced by the inverse operator (e.g. when sources are constrained to be normal to a gray-matter surface, in which case two dipoles that are far apart but with similar orientation can have more similar gain vectors than two dipoles close together but with different orientations). As a result, corrections to classical p-values using RFT will be too conservative. In this case, non-parametric MCP approaches may be preferable. An alternative is to use Bayesian inference, calculating a posterior probability of source strengths above a certain threshold for each point in source space. For example, using an empirical Bayesian approach with an implicit hierarchy over source voxels, "posterior probability maps" (PPMs) can be constructed ([@bb0135]). Provided posterior probabilities are interpreted as just that, rather than categorical statements that an effect is present or absent, then it can be argued that there is no MCP ([@bb0135]).

Reporting {#s0085}
---------

•Describe the full statistical model used: For example, describe the design matrix used in a (parametric) General Linear Model (GLM), report the degrees of freedom, and corrections for any correlation in the errors. For non-parametric tests, report the type of technique used (randomization, permutation, bootstrapping) and the number of resamples.•Clarify what were a-priori and post-hoc comparisons, and the method for correcting for multiple comparisons.•Report effect sizes (e.g. parameter estimates, such as means) as well as their statistics.

Conclusion {#s0090}
==========

In this manuscript we have attempted to lay down some basic guidelines for MEG analysis. Our motivation is to improve standards for MEG reporting and analysis, rather than to advocate a single analysis approach, and to unify and focus the MEG community. This is a difficult task, principally because after forty years of MEG development, it is one of the first papers of its kind. We realize that this can only be a first step that will hopefully lead to a lively discussion in the community and result in future consensus papers.

There are a number of exciting new areas of analysis, which have not been considered in detail here. These include methods such as dynamic causal modeling, single-trial analysis, multivariate classification and decoding techniques, as well as multimodal imaging.

What is clear is that the MEG data record has a rich information content. This is what makes MEG analysis more complicated than that of other techniques, but also means that the rewards are potentially much greater. VL and GRB are supported by core funding from the Wellcome Trust (091593/Z/10/Z).
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We envisage updates of this document based on comments from the community. Further information will be provided on <http://www.megcommunity.org>.
